Introduction

OHS practices are an issue of increasing importance for warehouse managers. According to data provided by Eurostat in 2019, the transport and storage sector ranks second and accounts for 15% of all fatal accidents at work in the EU-27 countries [1]. The operations carried out in the warehouse engage a significant human resource in labor-intensive activities that are performed in a working environment with a high degree of risk and hazards. In addition, physical work in the warehouse leads to fatigue and causes stress arising from the increasing demand to cut down on customer service time. All that has an adverse effect on the attractiveness of the logistics industry. As a result, in recent years the logistics sector has been known to suffer from a chronic labor shortage [2], including warehouse operations. In these conditions, ensuring adequate practices for health and safety working conditions of warehouse workers becomes a crucial issue for warehouse managers. On the one hand, they look for options to reduce accidents resulting in inefficient use of the available workforce. On the other hand, improving the working conditions in the warehouse is an important prerequisite in efforts to boost the motivation of warehouse workers.

Despite the growing number of publications dealing with various aspects of OHS practices in general, little is known at this point about their application in terms of warehouse workers in manufacturing and trading organizations both in Bulgaria and abroad. The importance of this issue for manufacturing and trading organizations stems from three main factors. First, in 2019 about a third (31%) of non-fatal accidents at work resulting in at least 4 days of absence and about a quarter (22.9%) of fatal accidents occurred in the manufacturing and trading sector in the EU-27 [1]. Second, the incidents often happen in warehouses during the movements of material flows by forklifts [3], which are used there due to their universal application in heavy loads handling [4]. Third, previous research in the manufacturing industry has been focused on studying the relationship between OHSAS 18001 certification and operating performance [5], revealing the results of the implementation of a complex safety program in an automotive parts plant [6], outlining the issues of safety requirements provided by service providers in the automotive industry [7], analyzing the factors for building a safe work culture in the Malaysian manufacturing industry [8], the safety of the work environment in Korean manufacturing [9], as well as the relationships between work accidents and the causes of their occurrence in Romanian organizations [10], including manufacturing and trading, but has failed to reveal the most commonly applied practices for health and safety working conditions of warehouse workers.

Occupational accidents in Bulgaria are a serious challenge. In 2019, the country ranked second in the EU-27 with 3.37 fatal occupational accidents per 100 000 employees [1], which is 2 times higher than the average level for the EU member states. Nevertheless, OHS practices in the logistics sector have not been included in the scope of some of the most significant studies in this
Thus, the aim of this article is to reveal the current state of some basic OHS practices of warehouse workers in Bulgarian manufacturing and trading organizations based on which to outline the necessity for their future improvement. To achieve this goal, the following research questions need to be clarified:

1. What are the fundamental and most frequently used OHS practices of warehouse workers?
2. Are there statistically significant relationships between OHS practices of warehouse workers and organization type/organization size?
3. What is the strength of the relationships between the variables mentioned?
4. What are the individual differences in the statistically significant relationships between the variables?
5. What recommendations for improving the health and safety practices of warehouse workers can be formulated and addressed to stakeholders?

This study extends existing knowledge on the application of OHS practices in two ways. First, it outlines the importance of the practices most commonly applied for the protection of warehouse workers in the high-risk sectors of manufacturing and trading in Bulgaria, for which the currently available knowledge is still insufficient. Second, the research provides some practical guidelines to assist warehouse managers in their efforts to improve the working environment and working conditions and to support policy makers in building a more favourable regulatory environment and funding opportunities for organizations to enhance health and safety culture in warehouses.

The results of this article will offer valuable initial scientific and practical inferences not only in the Bulgarian context, but also for other developing countries lacking knowledge of OHS practices involving warehouse workers.

The rest of this article is organized as follows. The theoretical framework of the study is presented in section 2. Section 3 deals with data and methods used. The results of the study are addressed in Section 4. Section 5 focuses on the discussions about OHS practices as well as some recommendations to warehouse managers and policy makers. Concluding remarks and some guidelines for future research are provided in Section 6.
3 Data and methods

3.1 Data

The article presents the final results of a survey conducted among manufacturing and trading organizations in Bulgaria that use warehouses.

The data were collected using the questionnaire survey method during the period April – May 2020. The survey was conducted online through the LimeSurvey platform. The questionnaire used consisted of a general and a specialized section, the latter containing OHS practices issues. The general questionnaire section was completed by 134 organizations, and the specialized section with OHS practices by 91 organizations or about 68% of those participating in the survey. The share of manufacturing organizations was 40.70% and that of trading organizations was 59.30%. In terms of size, 44% of the organizations were small (up to 49 employees), 31.85% were medium-sized (from 50 to 249 employees) and 24.15% were large (more than 250 employees). Only representatives of organizations familiar with OHS practices in use took part in the survey. They were selected among the other participants through a control question for access to the specialized section.

The questionnaire used for the survey was approbated during the period February – March 2020.

Data processing in the present study was performed using SPSS, ver. 20 and MS Excel software.

3.2 Methods

To clarify the research questions posed in the present study a five-stage research approach that engaged various research methods was applied.

Within the first stage, based on a literature review with the help of content analysis, some of the most significant practices for ensuring health and safety of warehouse workers were identified. They were included in the test version of the questionnaire. It was approbated with ten participants including seven warehouse managers with up to 5 years of relevant experience, as well as two warehouse managers and a consultant with more than 5 years of experience in the field. The results of the approbation verified the identified OHS practices of warehouse workers as some of the most frequently used, and they were incorporated in the final version of the questionnaire. Therefore, in the construct "implemented practices to ensure OHS of warehouse workers" the following measurement items were included: general training on health and safety at work; first aid training; demonstrations of available equipment safety use; joint firefighting drills with fire and emergency safety authorities; conducting periodical evacuations of warehouse workers and visitors; adaptation of warehouse infrastructure; use of equipment for protective signals; clear designation of emergency exits; designation of places with first aid kits; placement of signs/work instructions for safe work at workplaces; provision of appropriate work clothing and PPE, as well as periodically conducting safety briefings.

During the second stage, a reliability evaluation of the measurement items in the used construct was carried out using the Cronbach’s alpha coefficient – Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Construct</th>
<th>Measurement items</th>
<th>Cronbach’s alpha coefficient value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Implemented practices to ensure OHS of warehouse workers</td>
<td>1. General training on health and safety at work</td>
<td>0.828</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2. First aid training</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3. Demonstrations of available equipment safety use</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4. Joint firefighting drills with fire and emergency safety authorities</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5. Conducting periodical evacuations of warehouse workers and visitors</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>6. Adaptation of warehouse infrastructure</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>7. Use of equipment for protective signals</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>8. Clear designation of emergency exits</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>9. Designation of places with first aid kits</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>10. Placement of signs/work instructions for safe work at workplaces</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>11. Provision of appropriate work clothing and PPE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>12. Periodically conducting safety briefings</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: author's calculation

The result obtained shows good reliability (α = 0.828). This means that the selected measurement items can be used for subsequent statistical analyses.

To establish the statistical significance of warehouse workers’ OHS practices in terms of both organization type and organization size, statistical hypotheses testing using Chi-squared analysis was performed. It was chosen because qualitative variables such as type of organization, size of the organization, as well as implemented OHS practices were used.

The requirement of no cells with minimum theoretical frequencies below 5 in regard to the relationship between conducting of general training on health and safety at work and organization size wasn’t met. In the subsequent
analysis this relation wasn’t analyzed, because inferences
drawn would be of compromised credibility. The analysis
of the rest relationships shows that all the reliability
requirements of the Chi-square analysis in terms of
theoretical frequencies and sample size were met.
Consequently, the results can be interpreted.
Within the third stage, for the statistically significant
relationships established between the variables, the
strength of the relationship was evaluated. For this purpose,
the Cramer’s coefficient was used.
During the fourth stage, the individual differences in
the shares of OHS practices applied both for organization
types and for organizations by size were assessed with the
help of descriptive statistics toolkit. Only the differences
referring to the established statistically significant
interrelationships were discussed.
Within the final stage, on the basis of the results
obtained for the state of OHS practices in Bulgarian
manufacturing and trading organizations, some
recommendations for their improvement addressed to
warehouse managers and policy makers were provided.

4 Results
In this section, the results of the applied statistical tools
are presented and analyzed. Table 2 shows relationship
between OHS practices applied and research variables for
which all the reliability requirements of the Chi-square
analysis are met.

Table 2 Results of Pearson Chi-Square tests for the relationship between OHS practices applied and
organization type/organization size

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OHS practices</th>
<th>Statistically significant relationship between practices applied and organization type</th>
<th>Cramer’s coefficient</th>
<th>Relationship strength</th>
<th>Cramer’s coefficient</th>
<th>Relationship strength</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. General training on health and safety at work</td>
<td>type</td>
<td>0.1476</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. First aid training</td>
<td>size</td>
<td>0.0982</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Demonstrations of available equipment safety use</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Joint firefighting drills with fire and emergency safety authorities</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.0164*</td>
<td>weak</td>
<td>0.1432</td>
<td>average</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Conducting periodical evacuations of warehouse workers and visitors</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.0908</td>
<td>average</td>
<td>0.3995</td>
<td>weak</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Adaptation of warehouse infrastructure</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.0145*</td>
<td>weak</td>
<td>0.4715</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. Use of equipment for protective signals</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.1133</td>
<td>weak</td>
<td>0.4512</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. Clear designation of emergency exits</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.0069*</td>
<td>weak</td>
<td>0.0780</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9. Designation of places with first aid kits</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.0523</td>
<td>weak</td>
<td>0.4334</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10. Placement of signs/work instructions for safe work at workplaces</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.0167*</td>
<td>weak</td>
<td>0.3281</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11. Provision of appropriate work clothing and PPE</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.0009*</td>
<td>weak</td>
<td>0.0012*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12. Periodically conducting safety briefings</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.0499*</td>
<td>weak</td>
<td>0.0190*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Asymptotic Significance (1-sided); * Statistical significance, p < 0.05
Source: author’s calculation

The analysis of significance levels shows that there are
several statistically significant relationships between the
OHS studied practices in the warehouses of the Bulgarian
manufacturing and trading organizations and the variables
organization type and organization’ size. The statistically
significant relationships established are evaluated by the
Cramer’s coefficient, and the results are systematized in
Table 3.

Table 3 Results of Cramer’s coefficients for the established statistically significant relationships between OHS practices applied and
organization type/organization size

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OHS practices</th>
<th>Statistically significant relationship between the practices applied and organization type</th>
<th>Cramer’s coefficient value</th>
<th>Relationship strength</th>
<th>Cramer’s coefficient value</th>
<th>Relationship strength</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Joint firefighting drills with fire and emergency safety authorities</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.224</td>
<td>weak</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adaptation of warehouse infrastructure</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.229</td>
<td>weak</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clear designation of emergency exits</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.258</td>
<td>weak</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Placement of signs/work instructions for safe work at workplaces</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.223</td>
<td>weak</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Provision of appropriate work clothing and PPE</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.326</td>
<td>average</td>
<td>0.365</td>
<td>average</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Periodically conducting safety briefings</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.173</td>
<td>weak</td>
<td>0.268</td>
<td>weak</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: author’s calculation
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The analysis of the Cramer’s coefficients shows that for the statistically significant relationships established between research variables, weak strength of relationships prevails. An exception with regard to the practice related to provision of appropriate work clothing and PPE is observed. For this OHS practice applied, medium relationship strength is established both with respect to organization type and organization size.

The existence of relationships, despite predominantly weak strength, indicates that individual differences in the meanings of OHS practices for the research variables can be interpreted. These differences, in terms of OHS practices applied and organization type are presented in Figure 1.

The analysis of the data shows that OHS practices of warehouse workers are applied to a greater extent in manufacturing organizations compared to trading ones. In manufacturing warehouses, there are more health and safety risks for warehouse workers due to the proximity of production machinery and the greater frequency of handling operations with heavier and bulkier loads. In addition, manufacturing organizations more often have occupational health and safety experts who contribute to integrated improvement of health and safety measures in all organizational entities.

Clear designation of emergency exits is the most commonly used OHS practice and it is implemented by 75.80% of organizations surveyed. In regard of organization type, this OHS practice is applied by 89.20% of manufacturing organizations and by 66.70% of trading ones.

Periodically conducting safety briefings is implemented in total by 74.70% of organizations surveyed. This practice to ensure the health and safety of warehouse workers is used by 83.80% of manufacturing and 68.50% of trading organizations.
Provision of appropriate work clothing and PPE is implemented by 68.10% of the organizations surveyed. The importance of this OHS practice is greater in manufacturing warehouses than in trading ones. It is used by 86.50% of manufacturing and 55.60% of trading organizations.

Placement of signs/work instructions for safe work at the workplace is implemented by 75.70% of manufacturing organizations and 53.70% of trading ones or in total by 62.60% of the surveyed organizations.

About half of surveyed organizations are adapting warehouse infrastructure as a measure to improve the health and safety of warehouse workers. This OHS practice is applied by 62.20% of manufacturing and 38.90% of trading organizations.

The most underestimated OHS practice seems to be the joint firefighting drills with fire and emergency safety authorities, which is applied in total by 30.80% of organizations surveyed. It is applied by 43.20% of manufacturing and 22.20% of trading organizations.

Individual differences in terms of OHS practices applied and organization size are presented in Figure 2.

Data analysis shows that the practices of providing appropriate work clothing and PPE, as well as periodically conducting safety briefings are used by 68.10%, and 74.70% of organizations surveyed, respectively. These measures to ensure OHS are mainly used in large and medium-sized organizations, and small ones lag behind them. Small organizations often cannot afford to hire an OHS specialist and have more limited financial resources to provide OHS measures at work.

Appropriate work clothing and PPE, as well as periodical safety briefings are implemented by 90.90% of large organizations and by 75.90%, and 79.30% of medium-sized organizations, respectively. Small organizations are generally in a catch-up position, and a smaller proportion of them apply these practices, compared to the share of medium and large ones. Providing work clothing and PPE is implemented by 50.00% of small organizations, and conducting periodic safety briefings by 62.50% of them.

Discussion

Contemporary trends in trading warehouses that build up better opportunities for faster order fulfillment in e-commerce involve both an increase in stock density and higher degree of automation [23]. They lead to high intensity of material flow. As a result, health and safety risks of warehouse workers are increased, while OHS practices in the warehouses of the Bulgarian trading organizations are noticeably weaker than in manufacturing ones. Therefore, it is imperative that trading warehouse managers expand protection measures of warehouse workers.

The finding that the surveyed organizations downplay the importance of joint firefighting drills with fire and emergency safety authorities for OHS ensuring in the warehouses is also a source of concern. This comes against the backdrop of worrying data from the US National Fire Protection Association. They show that for the period 2016-2020 in the US only, an average of 1,450 warehouse fires occur annually, killing an average of 2 civilians and...
injuring 16 others [24]. This indicates that a wider application of joint firefighting drills is necessary in the studied organizations. In particular, this need is even more pressing for trading organizations, which apply this OHS practice noticeably less compared to manufacturing ones. Some of the most significant fires in recent years claimed a number of victims among both workers and firefighters in warehouse incidents in Tianjin, 2015 [25], Changchun, 2021 [26], Moscow 2016 [27,28], 2022 [29], Orlando, 2022 [30], and hundreds of thousands square-feet property in fire incidents in Tianjin 2022, Illinois 2022, and North Carolina 2021 [23].

The warehouse work environment is highly hazardous. In manufacturing and trading warehouses, high intensity movement of lifting transport equipment and pedestrians as well as intense pressure to reduce customer service times are observed. Hence, the higher risk to health and safety of warehouse workers. Available data shows that forklift accidents account for around 10% of workplace injuries [31] and they are often caused by a collision between a forklift and a warehouse worker [32]. Therefore, the need to adapt the warehouse infrastructure arises. Various measures such as improving the lighting, installing guardrails, delineating separate areas for the movement of forklifts and pedestrians, as well as installation of signal warehouse traffic warning light system contribute to reduction of warehouse occupational injuries.

The decrease of occupational injuries for warehouse workers is a key prerequisite for reducing work injury costs, workers' compensation costs, absenteeism and improvement of the employer brand trust. Although the employment injury insurance scheme options are constantly expanding, they are still overwhelming for many employers. As a result, ensuring health and safety at work continues to be one of the most significant challenges for business managers, and warehouse managers in particular. According to a study conducted by The International Labor Organization and The United Nations Global Compact, around 60% of the global workforce lacks protection against work-related injury and illness [15]. In addition, data from the National Safety Council show that in the US private sector, employers lost the opportunity to use significant number of workers of all ages due to injury or illness in 2020 – 22.1; 27.3 and 28 workers per 10,000 employed, respectively for a period from 6 to 10; 11 to 20 and 31 + working days [33]. This gives rise to the need for constant prevention of occupational accidents in the risky warehouse environment and the wider application of practices for warehouse workers’ protection. In Bulgarian trading organizations warehouses this necessity is clearly expressed. The study results show that warehouse workers in these storehouses receive less protection in terms of some OHS practices such as clear designation of emergency exits, placement of signs/work instructions for safe work at workplaces, provision of appropriate work clothing and PPE, and periodically conducting safety briefings, in comparison with surveyed manufacturing organizations. A need to expand protection practices in small-sized organizations that lag behind medium and large ones in implementation of mandatory OHS measures such as provision of appropriate work clothing and PPE, as well as periodically conducting safety briefings is also observed.

Based on the results of the analysis, several recommendations to warehouse managers and policy makers can be drawn up.

First, better warehouse workers protection can be achieved through a wider implementation of OHS practices by a greater number of trading organizations. Moreover, hiring a part-time OHS specialist or training such an expert at the organization’s expense would also contribute to OHS improvements in trading warehouses.

Second, reducing the health and safety risks for workers as a result of fires requires warehouse managers in Bulgarian manufacturing and trading organizations to conduct joint firefighting drills with fire and emergency safety authorities at least once a year.

Third, advancement of investments to secure a safer working environment can be accomplished with legislative initiatives by policy makers. Measures such as tax reductions on the amount of investments to adapt the warehouse infrastructure and/or provision of low-interest investment loans by the Bulgarian Development Bank would contribute to better protection of warehouse workers in Bulgarian manufacturing and trading organizations.

Fourth, establishing an association that promotes OHS of warehouse workers would contribute to increasing the expertise and synergy in the field of safety in a warehouse environment of member organizations. It would facilitate the interaction between warehouse managers and policy makers by formulating common positions to support regulatory framework updating and changing. In addition, the association expert committees could support warehouse managers by drawing up recommendations, instructions and guides for conducting periodic safety briefings, tailored to the peculiarities in a warehouse environment.

Fifth, policy makers could create conditions for acquisition of suitable work clothing, PPE and protection signs to expand OHS practices applied in the warehouses of small, medium and large-sized manufacturing and trading organizations in Bulgaria by including an appropriate application mechanism in the operational programs financed by the European Structural Funds for Bulgaria.

Sixth, ISO 45000 management system certification can also help to build a culture of prevention and better control of health and safety issues in warehouses. It can be done with the support of policy makers and the provision of an appropriate application mechanism under the operational programs of the European Structural Funds for Bulgaria.
6 Conclusion

The results of this research provided some valuable initial scientific inferences and practical recommendations regarding the OHS practices of warehouse workers in Bulgarian manufacturing and trading organizations. The study outcomes laid out an answer to the research questions posed. They can be summarized as follows:

First, some fundamental and frequently used OHS practices of warehouse workers are identified. These are: general training on health and safety at work; first aid training; demonstrations of available equipment safety use; joint firefighting drills with fire and emergency safety authorities; periodically conducting evacuations of warehouse workers and visitors; adaptation of warehouse infrastructure; use of equipment for protective signals; clear designation of emergency exits; designation of places with first aid kits; placement of signs/work instructions for safe work at workplaces; provision of appropriate work clothing and PPE, as well as conducting periodic safety briefings.

Second, existence of statistically significant relationships between some of OHS practices applied and research variables are established. Such relationships between six of OHS practices and organization type are observed. These practices are clear designation of emergency exits; periodically conducting safety briefings; provision of appropriate work clothing and PPE; placement of signs/work instructions for safe work at the workplace; adaptation of warehouse infrastructure, as well as joint firefighting drills with fire and emergency safety authorities. Statistically significant relationships regarding OHS practices related to provision of appropriate work clothing and PPE, periodically conducting safety briefings and organization size are also established.

Third, the provision of appropriate work clothing and PPE is a practice that is characterized by a medium relationship strength, both in terms of organization type and organization size. All other statistically significant relationships between OHS practices applied and research variables are weak.

Fourth, the individual differences in the statistically significant relationships show that OHS studied practices are applied more frequently in the warehouses of manufacturing organizations than in those of trading organizations. Moreover, fundamental practices of high importance for OHS ensuring of warehouse workers, such as joint firefighting drills with fire and emergency safety authorities, and adaptation of warehouse infrastructure are used more limitedly - totally by 30.80 % and 48.80 % of organizations surveyed, respectively. In addition, small organizations lag behind medium- and large-sized organizations in terms of implementing practices for providing appropriate work clothing and PPE, and periodically conducting safety briefings.

Fifth, some recommendations to improve the OHS practices of warehouse workers aimed at stakeholders are inferred. The main guidelines to warehouse managers are related to hiring a part-time OHS specialist or training such an expert at the organization's expense, conducting joint firefighting drills with fire and emergency safety authorities at least once a year, as well as participation in establishing an association that promotes OHS of warehouse workers. The recommendations to policy makers are related to building an appropriate regulatory environment and creating conditions for wider application of OHS practices. Appropriate measures in this field involve tax reductions on the amount of investments to adapt the warehouse infrastructure, provision of low-interest investment loans by the Bulgarian Development Bank and provision of an appropriate application mechanism under the operational programs of the European Structural Funds for Bulgaria with the purpose of acquisition of suitable work clothing, PPE, protection signs, as well as ISO 45000 management systems certification.

The present research also has some limitations. They stem from the relatively small sample size, the engagement of a limited number of fundamental OHS practices, the use of only qualitative variables, as well as the narrow focus solely on manufacturing and trading organizations in supply chains. Overcoming these limitations in future research will require expanding the sample scope, investigating a more comprehensive set of OHS practices applied, selecting quantitative variables in order to create conditions for the application of more advanced statistical tools and inclusion of additional supply chain participants – suppliers of raw materials or/and logistics service providers.
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